
AFTER THE DIAGNOSIS

Lung Cancer
Take control of your health



step one the confirmation

OK… It’s confirmed by second opinion you 
have lung cancer.  If you  haven’t gotten a 
second opinion.  We strongly recommend 
you do so.  IMMEDIATELY



step two questions to ask
your doctor

1. Would you please write down the exact 
type of lung cancer I have?

2. Will you please speak or write in the 
simplest terms (1st Grader terms)

3. May I have a copy of my pathology report?
4. Has my cancer spread beyond the place 

where it started? 
5. What is the stage of my cancer? What does 

that mean in my case?
6. What treatment choices do I have?
7. What is the best and most effective way to 

communicate with you regarding the status 
of my health?

*Read our complete list of questions at www.theajcf.org/downloads



step three tell someone

Once your diagnoses has been confirmed. 
Don’t keep it to yourself. ..
Tell a family or  close friend member
about your diagnoses immediately.
For some this kind of news can 
Be shocking. If, this is you, then take time to
gather yourself. 

Breathe deeply and slowly. It’s going 
to be ok. This is your opportunity 
to take control of your quality of life mind,
body and spirit. 



step four research

Research the disease yourself or have 

someone do it for you and present their 

finds. Start at lungcancer.org and select lung 

cancer 101. There are more resources at our 

website (www.theajcf.org). 

I always believed that you should know and 

face your enemies before you go to battle. 

Fighting lung cancer is a battle mentally, 

spiritually and physically. So, get ready to 

win the war, one battle at a time.

http://www.theajcf.org/


step five More research

There is so much information online about 

lung cancer. It is very easy to give up 

and/or get confused. Stick with it!

You have to ask a lot of questions to 

doctors, survivors, etc.  More then 

anything read and understand for 

yourself.



step six get organized

It’s important to purchase a notepad 
with three holes and binder (1 ½ or 2”)
at this point to begin charting your journey. In it
you want to include all your doctors contact
information (cell number, email, etc.) any
medication prescribed, dosage, milligrams,
Blood pressure (if necessary), foods you eat
(quantity) and all pertinent medical
information; Also place treatment 
schedules and lab reports and all
hospital/treatment documentation into a
binder.



step seven the team
Line up your family member (s)or close 

friend’s committed to this journey with 

you. Be prepared. This is when you find out 

what people are made of, even yourself.  

Some family members just can’t stand to see 

their loved ones hurting. Don’t dwell on 

who’s not present with you on this 

journey. Just concentrated on who is 

taking this walk with you and keep it all 

positive. You need to be stress free through 

the process. Take a moment to breathe and 

take it all in. It’s ok to let your emotions out 

but don’t get stuck in your depression. And, 

please don’t pity yourself. 



step eight keep it moving

Don’t get stuck too much on how or why you got the 
disease. Focus on healing in the most natural way 
possible. This is the opportunity to do what most never 
do, Know your body.



step nine be prepared
There may come a time during the 

treatment that you cannot talk for 

yourself. It’s always best if you have 

someone with whom you deeply trust to 

handle your care and take this journey 

with you. Because, life as you knew it has 

just changed. Change doesn’t have to be 

a bad thing. A lot is in your control and up 

to you. 



step ten the schedule

When you receive a treatment schedule 

then place it and any hospital/treatment 

documentation into a binder. Make any 

necessary copies or have the scheduler at 

the hospital provide it for you. They will 

usually print as many copies as you need.



step eleven the medications

Be sure to write down all the medication 

prescriptions.  Monitor yourself for side effects.  

Some medications can conflict and the doctor 

doesn’t always know or catch it.  It’s important 

that all your doctors know what your are talking 

and its your job to keep them in the loop and 

communication.  So, make sure you tell you 

doctors what your are taking and who prescribed 

it. 

*Read all side effects with your medication and 

understand them.



step twelve integrative path
It is very important that you use Integrative 

Medicine in your treatments, as oppose to the 

strictly conventional treatments. My mother 

was treated at Cedars Sinai for conventional 

therapy, but used an integrative doctors at 

UCLA Simms/Mann (Dr. Mary Hardy) and along 

with other herbs we researched together. She 

also incorporated yoga, acupuncture, low 

impact workout  and other techniques. 

It reduces the side effects of the treatment 

and aids in sustaining her weight and energy. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrative_medicine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrative_medicine


step thirteen More integrative path

Find a good nutritionist, herbalist and 

incorporate some form of stress free 

exercise (yoga) to try to bring you body to 

optimal health. This is what you should be 

thinking and doing. If you are really 

serious, you’ll find that sugar, white flour 

and artificial flavor no longer have a place 

in your life. It’s time to come back to the 

earth with organic raw foods (seek 

nutritionist for advice).



step fourteen trust yourself

You have to use your own and best judgments. 

Too many conventional doctors don’t usually 

support the Integrative path. However, this is 

changing more and more. It’s important that 

you have a doctor that respects you and your 

decisions in your treatment. Make sure all 

your doctors are communicating.  It’s always 

better when everyone involved in your health 

care are on the same page. 



step fifteen the hospital

And if ever you’re admitted through ER 

(Hopefully this isn’t you). You can be 

labeled a Student patient. Unless you 

want this, with students in and out your 

room all day and night. You can request 

through the hospital’s patient advocate to 

be removed from this service.



step sixteen stay involved

These are just a few things to consider 

and implement to the best of your ability 

to stay on top of your health care 

management. 



step sixteen learn, laugh, live…
Last but not least don’t stop:

 Learning 
 Laughing 
 Living
 Loving

A lung cancer diagnoses doesn’t have to be a death sentence. It’s a call 
to immediately correct your system, mind, body and soul.



-Bridging the gap between traditional and integrative cancer treatment, one person at a time.

Courtesy of the 
Alma J. Cameron Foundation

WWW.THEAJCF.ORG
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